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Abstract 
The unique properties of tantalum (Ta) have resulted in its important usage to supply the capacitors 
and semiconductor production for electronics devices. Technological needs make Ta economically and 
strategically important to industrialized countries. Among different possibilities, the recovery of Ta 
from industrial waste and end-of-life products represents an economically attractive and viable 
approach, which aims at decreasing the environmental footprint in general. Currently, there is a lack 
of an efficient Ta recycling strategy from e-waste.  
In the present work we studied the possibility to use pure ionic liquids such as N-butyl-N-ethyl-
piperidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EBPiP-NTf2), N-octyl-N-ethyl-piperidinium 
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EOPiP-NTf2) as extracting media. Ionic liquids were used as 
alternative solvents that will have limited impact on health and environment compared to traditional 
organic solvents. 
We propose an eco-friendly process for the extraction and stripping of tantalum from sulfuric acidic 
medium that may come from of the dissolution of bottom ash and by-products of industrial activities, 
as well as from secondary sources such as waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE). The 
extractability of ILs for Ta was demonstrated, and under the experimental conditions, the more 
promising properties have been highlighted for EOPiP-NTf2. Back extraction of Ta from the loaded ionic 
liquid phase was also examined and showed that quantitative recovery of metal was possible using 
water, allowing thus to recover the ionic liquid and the Ta.  
Considering the efficiency as well as greener aspects of the process, due to the use of ionic liquids 
which loss is highly limited in aqueous phase, a more "sustainable process" is proposed in comparison 
to organic solvents and previous ionic liquid based extraction system useful for the selective recovery 
of tantalum. 
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Introduction 

The importance of valuable metals involved in most of the high technology devices in the global 

economy is growing due to the high demand. The importance and shortage for such metals lead them 

to be regarded as critical and/or strategic.1 It is therefore necessary to find alternative sources of 

supply. Metal prospection/mining efforts have been intensified in this regard and their extraction and 

valorization in particular through recycling are increasingly considered. Indeed, even if metal mining 

has significant economical benefits, it has been shown to cause persistent environmental 

devastations.2 Thus, recycling of materials from end-of-life product is the main pillars of the circular 

economy, it saves and reduces the need of primary raw materials decreasing the environmental footprint 

in general.3 

The growth of “urban mines” motivates a variety of research that pointed out the relevance of waste 

electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE, or e-waste) as a source of valuable metals. 4-7 The recycling 

of such metals from “urban mines” has become essential, however, their operation is at the moment 

still inefficient.8 Furthermore, printed circuit boards (PCBs) represent only 3% to 6% of the total mass 

of e-waste, but they contain large quantities of metal of interest.8, 9 A typical PCB consists of more than 

twenty different types of metals,10 including precious ones (e.g. gold, silver and platinum), base (e.g. 

copper, aluminium and steel) as well as some strategic metals such as tantalum (Ta), which are not 

considered enough.11 Tantalum has high economic importance and play an essential role in our 

everyday life attributed to its widely use in electronic devices mainly in the form of tantalum 

capacitors.12 Efforts to recycle this element from manufacturing scrap has been made,13, 14 however 

the current end-of-life recycling rate of Ta is less than 1% and a circular economy has not been 

established for this metal. 15-17 Ueberschaar et al. show the interest and limitation of Ta recycling by 

doing a complete characteristics study of tantalum capacitors including the average tantalum content 

per mass of PCB.17 

The extraction and refining of tantalum, including its separation from niobium in the various tantalum-

containing solutions have been performed thanks to hydrometallurgical processes. Thus, a variety of 

organic solvents such as methyl iso-butyl ketone (MIBK), tri-butyl phosphate (TBP), cyclohexane and 

2-octanol have been used for tantalum and niobium separation either from other impurities or from 

each other.18 One of the key area of green chemistry is the elimination or replacement of hazardous 

solvents in terms of toxicity and flammability, which has a clear impact on worker safety and 

environmental issue. In regards to the use of such organic solvents, eco-friendly alternative and highly 

efficient process for tantalum separation and recovery must be developed. 

Room-temperature ionic liquids (ILs), due to their quasi non flammability and non volatility, are already 

used as alternative diluents or extractants of volatile organic compounds in extraction processes.19, 20 

Recently, various IL-based extraction systems for metal ions separation have been investigated 

showing their potential for the development of “greener” processes.21-24  

Ionic liquid composed of Lewis acid mixtures of di-alkyl imidazolium halides and aluminum chloride 

have been used to dissolve all components of a capacitor except the tantalum anode which has been 

mechanically separated and suitable for further metallurgical processing.25 Recently we have 

demonstrated the possibility of using ketone or phosphonate functionalized task specific ionic liquids 

(TSILs) for the selective extraction of tantalum from sulfuric acid medium as an alternative to the MIBK 

or TBP.26, 27 Indeed, the extraction behavior of Ta with TSIL was suggested to be most effective than 

conventional organic solvent, with a high selectivity for Ta in regards to competitive elements 



contained in the capacitor leaching solution. Also, the recovery of Ta after extraction and the 

recyclability of the TSIL have been demonstrated.  

However, such TSIL are still not commercially available due to their synthesis cost at industrial scale, 

and their use can be limited before developing a commercially viable process for Ta-recovery.  

Here, we report systematic studies on the solvent extraction process for the recovery of Ta from a 

sulfuric medium using two ILs combining piperidinium (PiP) cations and the 

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (NTf2) anion, an association that lead to hydrophobic ILs as N-butyl-

N-ethyl-piperidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EBPiP-NTf2) and N-octyl-N-ethyl-piperidinium 

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EOPiP-NTf2) (Table 1). Previous studies involving task specific ionic 

liquids highlighted that piperidinium cation exhibit good extraction and stripping efficiencies in regard 

to other cation such as tributylamamonium, methylimidazolium, pyridinium or methylpyrrolidinium.26, 

27. 

Such ILs are obtained from commercially available bromo-alkanes which are reacted with 1-

ethylpiperidine. First generation's IL is then submitted to metathesis with LiNTf2 leading to a second 

generation IL more easily accessible than the ketone or phosphonate TSILs previously used in tantalum 

extraction..25,26 Due to up-front costs associated with their preparation, the synthesis pathway also 

impacts their green chemistry. For example, the E-factor which is evaluated >3 for ketone or 

phosphonate TSILs synthesis is 1 for the EBPiP-NTf2 and EOPiP-NTf2 (see Table S1 in the supporting 

information which summarizes several metrics used for evaluation of the greenness of ILs and TSILs 

syntheses). 

The principal aim of this present research was to propose an eco-friendly process for the extraction 

and stripping of tantalum from sulfuric acidic media, using commercially available ionic liquids. 

The performances of two ILs, EBPiP-NTf2 or EOPiP-NTf2 for the extraction of Ta are considered in detail, 

and the recycling of the IL phase is investigated in a series of extraction-stripping cycles. In addition, 

precipitation and calcination step performed after the stripping of Ta from loaded ILs ultimately allows 

recovering the Ta in its oxide form.  

 
Table 1. Structure and physico-chemical properties of N-butyl-N-ethyl-piperidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EBPiP-

NTf2) and N-octyl-N-ethyl-piperidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EOPiP-NTf2). 

 

 

IL structure 

Molecular 

weight 

(g/mol) 

Purity 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

20°C 

Viscosity 

(mPa.s) 

20°C 

Water 

content (%) 

EBPip-NTf2 

 

450.46 ≥ 98% 1.3659 284 0.025 

EOPip-NTf2 

 

506.57 ≥ 98% 1.2734 406 0.095 

 

  



Materials and methods 

 

Materials and reagents 

The ionic liquids N-butyl-N-ethylpiperidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide [EBPip][NTf2] 

and N-octyl-N-ethylpiperidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide [EOPip][NTf2] were synthesized 

according to the literature28 or supplied by Solvionic (France) when large quantities were needed. Their 

physico-chemical properties are summarized in Table 1. 

The density measurements were performed with a DSA 5000 thermo-regulated digital 

densimeter (Anton Paar). The apparatus measures densities using an oscillating U-tube with an 

accuracy of 0.00001 g/cm3 and temperature controlled to within 0.001 °C. All measurements were 

conducted at 25.005 ± 0.004 °C. 

For the viscosity measurements, an RM 200 Lamy rheometer with a CP-400 cone plate system 

was used. A plate-plate geometry (PP25, diameter 24.981) was chosen to measure shear viscosities 

under thermostatic control (25 °C) from shear rates of 0.1 to 300 1/s. Shear rates were increased with 

10 point per decade. The measurement duration per point was set to 6 s.  

Acid concentration in the aqueous and IL phases before and after extraction was analyzed by 

titration with NaOH 0.1 or 0.01 M (Fluka analytical) using a Metrohm 809 Titrando.  

The solubility of the IL in the aqueous phase was determined by measuring the concentrations 

of the cation in the aqueous solutions by determining the Total Organic Content (TOC) using a 

Shimadzu TOCVCSH analyzer based on a 680 °C combustion catalytic oxidation/NDIR method.  

The water content of ILs was determined by Karl Fischer coulometric titration using a Metrohm 

831 KF Coulometer or a Metrohm 809 Titrando by titration with Hydranal® composite 2. The IL was 

contacted with the aqueous phase for 1 h, and the two-phase system was then centrifuged and the IL 

water content was measured.  

Metal concentrations were measured before and after extraction by inductively coupled 

plasma/atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP/AES) using a SPECTRO ARCOS spectrometer or Inductively 

Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP/MS) using a Thermo Scientific iCAP RQ instrument. 

Uncertainties relating to the metal concentration were determined by repeated measurement of 

different samples of the same concentration. These uncertainties were estimated to be of the order 

of ±5%. 

Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded on a Bruker D8 advance diffractometer using 

CuK radiation ( = 1.5418 Å). The data were collected in Bragg-Brentano geometry over 2 range of 

10°–80° with a step size of 0.015°. The crystallite size (L) was estimated from the line broadening of 

the XRD peaks using the Scherrer formula: 𝐿=0.9𝜆𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃, where, is the wavelength of the X-rays; , 

the full-width at half-maximum height (rad); and 𝜃, the diffraction angle.  

SEM analyses were obtained with a TESCAN VEGA3 scanning electron microscope coupled with 

an EDX Bruker QUANTAX microanalyser. 

 

Extraction experiments  

Ta(V) stock solutions (1–7 g/L) were prepared at the desired acidity (H2SO4 0–9 M) from 10000 mg/L 

or 30000 mg/L ICP standard from SCP Science (aqueous solution of NH4TaF6 with 4% fluorhydric acid). 

A synthetic solution mimicking the capacitor leaching solution was prepared from Ta(V) and Nb (V), 

10000 mg/L and 1000 mg/L ICP standards and starting from metallic salt of Fe, Mn, Ni and Ag. The 

desired concentrations were prepared by dilution using ultrapure water (Milli-Q, Millipore, 18 MΩ/cm) 



and the acidity was adjusted with sulfuric acid. The initial concentrations of metals were measured by 

ICP (ICP/AES or ICP/MS).  

Extractions were performed by shaking 400 rpm for 1 h, defined volumes of IL and aqueous phases 

using a thermostated shaker (Infor-ht® ecotron) at 25 °C. Various aqueous to IL phase volumetric ratios 

(Vaq/VIL) have been investigated. The aqueous and IL phases remained well separated, forming biphasic 

systems with any variation of volume phases after the extraction process. 

After the extraction, phase separation was assisted by centrifugation (4000 rpm for 5 min), and the 

aqueous phase was analyzed by ICP. The organic phase was submitted to a stripping step using 

ultrapure water (MilliQ, Millipore, 18 MΩ/cm).  

Stripping experiments were performed at 25 °C by contacting the loaded IL phase with water during 1 

h (aqueous to IL phase volumetric ratio Vst/VIL of 1, 2 or 5). After separation by centrifugation (4000 

rpm for 10 min), metals concentrations were measured in the aqueous phase by ICP. All the 

experiments were carried out in duplicate measurements with a precision of ±5%.  

The efficiency of the IL to selectively extract Ta from iron was evaluated from the following parameters.  

The distribution ratio (D) was determined using the following equation: 

D=[Ta]IL/[Ta]aq=(Ci−Cf/Cf)×Vaq/VIL, where Ci and Cf are the concentrations of the metal ions in the 

aqueous phase before and after extraction, respectively. Vaq is the volume of the aqueous phase and 

VIL is the volume of the ionic liquid phase.  

The extraction efficiency (%E) was determined by using the following equation: %E=(D / (D + 

Vaq/VIL))×100%. 

The stripping percentage (%S) was calculated as follows %S=(([Ta]st/[Ta]IL)x Vst/VIL) ×100%, where [Ta]st 

and [Ta]IL are the concentrations of the metal ions in the stripping aqueous phase after stripping and 

the concentrations of the metal ions in the loaded ILs phase before stripping, respectively. The stripped 

TSIL phases were reused in further cycles of the extraction-stripping process.  

The separation factor (SFTa/M) is given by: SF=DTa/DM, where DTa and DM are the distribution ratios of 

the Ta and M the competitive ions, respectively. 

The centrifugal mixer was kindly provided by the CEA/DMRC/SA2I/LGCI (homemade device). 
  



Results and discussion 
 

Study of the key parameters of the IL-based process 
Effect of H2SO4 concentration  

In a first set of experiments, the effect of H2SO4 concentration on the extraction behavior of tantalum 

using both ILs was investigated. The concentration of tantalum was fixed at 1 or 7 g/L in the feed 

aqueous phase, while the H2SO4 concentration was varied over the range 0.1−9.0 mol/L.  

Experiments were carried out with various Vaq/VIL ratios (1 or 5) thus modulating the amount of Ta in 

contact to the IL phase (all the experiments results are provided in the Supporting information see 

Figure SI-1). 

Figure 1 represents the Ta extraction efficiency as function of sulfuric acid concentration for the most 

challenging conditions ([Ta]= 7g/L Ta; Vaq / VIL=5) and shows remarkable distribution ratio for both ILs 

(DLI > 5). Ta extraction increases with the acidity of the aqueous solution, which is in accordance with 

the literature.18 For the EBPiP-NTf2, a maximum efficiency was obtained for a 6M H2SO4 concentration 

as already observed with previous studies involving task specific ionic liquids.26, 27 

The ILs are efficient for the Ta extraction even at low acidity (extraction efficiency of Ta about 45% at 

0.1M H2SO4) compared to the literature where tantalum is not extracted at low acidity but only for 

sulfuric acid concentration higher than 3 M.18 

For both systems, it is possible to work over a wide range of acid concentrations even at 9M that is not 

the case for more classical extracting system like MIBK. 

In order to provide a better comparison between both ILs, the following experiments were conducted 

at a concentration of 6M of sulfuric acid loaded with a 7g/L tantalum concentration using a volume 

ratio Vaq / VIL=5. 
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Figure 1. Distribution ratio and Extraction efficiency of Ta as a function of H2SO4 concentration. Extraction 
conditions: ILs phase: pure EBPiP-NTf2 or EOPiP-NTf2 ; Aqueous phase: [Ta] = 7g/L, [H2SO4] = 0.1-9M, [HF] = 1 M; 
Vaq/VIL=5; 1h at 25°C. 

 
 



It was reported in the literature that the alkyl chain length of the organic cation deeply affects 

the efficiency of extraction, particularly by changing the hydrophobicity of the IL.29-31 It has been shown 

that the extraction efficiency decreases as the hydrophobicity of the IL cation increases due to a lower 

IL partition / penetration in the aqueous phase, which limits the metal ion partitioning / transfer in the 

IL phase. The hydrophobicity property of the ILs have been studied confirming that the EOPip-NTf2 is 

less transferred in the aqueous phase than the EBPip-NTf2. However, the results for the extraction of 

Ta obtained here for both ILs, EOPiP-NTf2 and EBPiP-NTf2, present a very similar trend, which suggests 

that the extraction efficiencies are not dependent on the hydrophobicity of IL cations in comparison 

to traditional IL-based extraction systems.  

 
Effect of equilibration time 

The contact duration required to reach the equilibrium of extraction is one of the crucial parameters. 

This duration is strongly influenced by hydrodynamic parameters such as viscosity that is one of the 

main drawbacks of IL for the development of IL-based process.  

Both ILs are liquid at room temperature; they present a sufficiently low viscosity to be directly 

employed as pure extracting phase/extracting agents in liquid-liquid extraction experiments. In order 

to determine the equilibration time, a kinetic study for each IL was performed by varying the contact 

time between the aqueous phase and the extracting phase (see Figure S2 in Supporting Information). 

Despite their viscosity (see Table 1), the metal mass transfer from the aqueous phase to the IL phase 

is reached quickly.  

The distribution ratio of Ta extraction reached a value between 15 and 18 (corresponding to an 

extraction efficiency about 75-80% of the initial Ta) after mixing for 5 and 10 minutes at 25°C for EBPiP-

NTf2 or EOPiP-NTf2 respectively, and remained almost constant thereafter. As a consequence it was 

assumed that it takes 10 minutes to reach the equilibrium state with both IL.  

In order to ensure the complete extraction of the metal and establish a comparison, a contact time of 

1 hour was consistently maintained in further experiments. 

 
Effect of temperature 

The increase of the temperature allows reducing the IL viscosity as illustrated in the Figure S3 (see 

Supporting Information). An increase of the temperature of 30 degrees allows dividing the viscosity by 

a factor 10. It can be expected that, this viscosity reduction should lead to an increase in the metal 

mass transfer from the aqueous phase to the IL phase. Figure 2 shows exhibits the Ta distribution ratio 

as function of temperature, from 20 to 60°C, at 6 M H2SO4 with EBPiP-NTf2 and EOPiP-NTf2.The results 

show, despite the decrease of the viscosity of the IL phase, a decreasing of D-value with increasing the 

temperature. A change in viscosity would also impact on the kinetics of the extraction, but the 

equilibrium state is reached quickly so that this behavior was not highlighted. 

These curves allow to determine the change in the enthalpy (ΔH) which can be calculated using the 

Van’t Hoff relationship ΔH =2.303.R.ΔlogD / Δ(1/T), where R is the gas constant. The logarithm plot of 

the distribution coefficient as function of the reverse of the temperature leads to a straight line (see 

Figure 3) and the enthalpy can be calculated from the value of the slope of the linear regression that 

is equal to −ΔH°/2.303R. Therefore, with ΔH° = −8 and −3.4 kJ·mol−1 for EBPip-NTf2 and EOPiP-NTf2 

respectively the extraction process is exothermic, which can describe the reduction in tantalum 

extraction by increase of the temperature. 

 



 
 
Figure 2 Distribution ratio of Ta as a function of temperature.  
Extraction conditions: ILs phase: pure EBPiP-NTf2 or EOPiP-NTf2 ; Aqueous phase: [Ta] = 7g/L, [H2SO4] = 6M, [HF] = 1 M; 
Vaq/VIL=5; 1h at 20-60°C. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3 Logarithm of the distribution ratio DTa as a function of the reverse of the temperature T. 
Extraction conditions: ILs phase: pure EBPiP-NTf2 or EOPiP-NTf2; Aqueous phase: [Ta] = 7g/L, [H2SO4] = 6 M, [HF] = 1 M; 
Vaq/VIL=5; Temperature = 20°C – 60°C. Extraction time: 1h. EBPiP-NTf2 log(DTa) = f (1000/T): y =0.422(±0.011)x - 0.205(±0.035); 
R2 = 0.995 ; EOPiP-NTf2 log(DTa) = f (1000/T): y =0.178(±0.004)x + 0.597(±0.014); R2 = 0.995  
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Effect of Ta concentration 
Influence of Ta loading on Ta extraction 

To determine the loading capacity of Ta that can be extracted by the ILs, a series of experiments was 

carried out by varying the volume ratio Vaq/VIL and keeping the other conditions constant (6 M H2SO4, 

7g/L Ta, 25°C) as illustrated in the Figure 4. The increase of the volume ratio Vaq/VIL corresponds to an 

increase of the amount of Ta in contact with the IL phase. 

As plotted in Figure 4, the loading capacity of Ta by the EBPiP-NTf2 phase can be determined as 50 g/L 

that corresponds to the plateau observed for volume ratio Vaq/VIL value higher to 15.  

For the EOPiP-NTf2 phase, the plateau is not observed even with high Vaq/VIL ratio. The loading capacity 

which corresponds to the maximum concentration of Ta that the EOPiP-NTf2 can contain was 

estimated to be higher than 100 g/L. 

 
Figure 4. Equilibrium tantalum concentration in EBPiP-NTf2 and EOPiP-NTf2 ([Ta] IL, eq]) as function of Vaq/VIL ratio.  
Extraction conditions: IL phase: pure EBPiP-NTf2 or EOPiP-NTf2. Aqueous phase: [Ta] = 7 g/L, [H2SO4] = 6 M, [HF] = 1 M ; 1h 
at 25°C. 

 
Effect of IL partitioning 

The loss of solvent in the raffinate, as regards to the economic feasibility of the flowsheet, constitutes 

one of the basic cost elements of the process. In liquid-liquid extraction, loss of solvent can occur by 

evaporation, chemical attack or solubilization in the aqueous phase.  

ILs present some advantageous properties such as low vapor pressure and good thermal stability 

allowing to overcome evaporation problems. In addition, 1H, 13C and 19F NMR of the IL phase after the 

extraction experiments indicate that no degradation products are observed indicating the high stability 

of the IL in strongly acidic media with respect to the detection limits of such analytical tools (1% molar). 

It has been shown that EBPiP-NTf2 decompose under ultrasonic irradiation in traces of degradation 

products,32 some additional experiments are under investigation in order to study the stability of the 

EOPiP-NTf2. 
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The solubility of the ILs in the aqueous phase was estimated by TOC analysis (see Figure 5). Around 

0.2% loss of organic in the pure water is observed while when the initial aqueous phase is acidified and 

contains Ta, the amount of IL loss increases to less than 1 and 4% for EOPiP-NTf2 and EBPiP-NTf2 

respectively (Figure 5). By increasing the length of the alkyl chain in the organic cation and therefore 

the hydrophobicity of the IL cation, the amount of IL transferred in the aqueous phase decreases. 

The viscosity decreases after contact with the aqueous phase which can be related to water and acid 

transferred into the IL phase. After the contact of pure ILs with the feed solution (6 M H2SO4, 7g/L Ta, 

25°C, 1h), the viscosity decreases from 284to 208 mPa.s and 406 to 329 mPa.s respectively for EBPiP-

NTf2 or EOPiP-NTf2. Karl Fischer and pH-titration of the IL phase were also performed in order to 

determine the amount of water and acid transferred into the IL phase during the extraction experiment 

(see Figure S4). As expected, the amount of extracted water depends on the hydrophilicity of the IL 

cation; indeed a lower concentration of water was measured in EOPipNTf2 after the contact with water 

or an acidic aqueous phase. Furthermore, the water amount transferred into the IL phase, for both ILs, 

increases by decreasing pH. Nevertheless, the acid extraction seems to be independent of the alkyl 

chain length of the piperidinium part.  

 

 
Figure 5. IL percentage loss (% IL) of EBPiP-NTf2 or EOPiP-NTf2 after contacting with MilliQ water or 6 M H2SO4 solution 
containing 7 g/L of tantalum and 1 M HF determined by total organic carbone analysis (TOC). Vaq/VIL = 1 or 5 ; 1h at 25°C. 

 
Ta extraction from multi-metal-ion solutions 

To consider the selectivity of the ILs to extract Ta, an aqueous multi-element solution was proposed 

based on the composition determined from an e-wastes leachable slag supplied by TND Company 

(Quesnoy sur Deule, France). 

A simulated leaching solution containing Ta and competitive cations (Si, Sn, Cu, Al, Fe, Ni, and Cr) was 

prepared in 6 M sulfuric acid and contacted with the IL phase. The composition of the solution and the 

extraction behavior for each metal ion are collected in the Table 2 for EOPiP-NTf2 and for EBPiP-NTf2 

(full detail of initial and equilibrium metal concentration are provided in supporting information, see 

Table S2). Very close behavior has been observed whatever the alkyl chain length of the considered 

ILs. The ILs allow a selective extraction of tantalum in regards to the set of competitive ions studied. 
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Table 2. Extraction coefficients and selectivity factors SF Ta/M for the multi-element solution.[a] 
[a] Extraction conditions: IL phase: pure . Aqueous phase: multi-element solution [H2SO4] = 6 M, [HF] = 0.03 M ; 1h at 25° C ; 
Vaq/VIL = 5. 

 

Elements 
Concentration 

(mg/L) 

EBPip[NTf2] EOPip[NTf2] 

DM SF Ta/M DM SF Ta/M 

Ta 500 21.91 - 37.73 - 

Cu 50 0.06 365 0.13 290 

Si 5500 0.08 274 0.15 252 

Sn 500 0.07 322 0.16 240 

Ni 20 0.10 219 0.15 252 

Cr 10 0.11 207 0.15 260 

Al 25 0.07 313 0.15 250 

Fe 20 0.03 730 0.13 295 

 
One of the most interesting result is that, high selectivity of Ta can be achieved using the ILs with 

separation factor values SF Ta/M greater than 250 even over silicium, which is ten times more 

concentrated than tantalum.  

Nevertheless, EOPiP-NTf2 seems to be the best candidate for Ta extraction from WEEE leachate 

solution compared to EBPip-NTf2. Indeed it allows to extract more Ta with a distribution coefficient 

higher than 35 and a high selectivity over other metal ions (DM≈0.15, less than 3% of extraction), and 

also its solubility into water is lower than the one of EBPip-NTf2, reducing solvent loss during extraction 

and stripping steps. 

 
 

Reusability studies 
Extraction-Stripping Cycles 

The stripping of Tantalum from the IL phase into an aqueous medium is important to recover the metal 

and consider the recyclability of the IL phase in another extraction cycle.  

A series of extraction-stripping has been performed using the same extraction conditions as described 

above (7g/L Ta 6 M H2SO4, Vaq/VIL ratio = 5) and using pure water as stripping solution (Vst/VIL ratio = 

2). 

The stripped IL phase was then reused for a new extraction experiment under similar experimental 

conditions (see Figure 6 and Figure S5). 

The series of extraction-stripping cycles shows a possible reutilization of used solvent without loss of 

performance. This can be correlated to the high loading capacity of the IL and to a very low loss of the 

IL in the aqueous phase. 

 



 
 
Figure 6. Ta(V) extraction and stripping percentages for EOPip-NTf2 obtained for different number of extraction-stripping 
cycle. Organic phase: pure EOPip-NTf2 Aqueous phase: [Ta] = 7 g/L, [H2SO4] = 6 M, [HF] = 1 M; Vaq/VIL = 5; 1h at 25°C. 
Stripping: MilliQ water; Vst/VIL = 2; 1h at 25°C. 

 
Recovery of Ta from the loaded IL phase. 

The stripping of Tantalum from the IL phase into an aqueous medium is a critical stage to the recovery 

of the metal. It was demonstrated that water is an effective solvent for Tantalum stripping. The 

stripping efficiency (%S) can be improved by changing the ratio of the stripping aqueous phase over 

the loaded IL phase (VSt/VIL ratio). An optimum VSt/VIL ratio = 5 allows the recovery of approximately 

95% of Ta. 

By using an excess of ammonium hydroxide solution allowing reaching pH values of 8 to 9, a complete 

precipitation of Ta hydroxides can be achieved. It was previously demonstrated that a molar ratio up 

to 4 was necessary to perform the quantitative precipitation of tantalum. 27 

The precipitate was then washed two times with distilled water and dried in an oven at 100°C. The 

washed and dried precipitate was then calcined at 900°C for four hours given a white solid.  XRD and 

SEM-EDS analysis indicates that Tantalum oxide, Ta2O5, is among the final products obtained after from 

tantalum stripping solutions following the liquid-liquid extraction processes.33 . Examination of the 

diffraction pattern for powders annealed at 900°C for 4 hours (Figure 7) indicates that Ta2O5 was 

obtained in its orthorhombic phase with characteristic peaks at 2= 22.85, 28.77, 28.25, 36.69, 

46.67, 49.75, 55.49 (JCPDS:25–922).34 The size of the crystallites was estimated to be around 15 nm in 

size.  

Considering the full process, the overall yield for the Ta recovery from the initial extraction step to the 

final oxide obtained after calcination was about 70% in the more drastic conditions (extraction Vaq/VIL 

= 5 and stripping Vst/VIL = 2). 
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Figure 7. X-ray diffraction pattern of powders obtained after precipitation of the tantalum strip solution and annealed at 

900°C for 4 hours. Ta2O5 orthorombic -phase (JCPDS: 25-922). 
 
 

Extraction mechanism analysis 
 

The extraction of tantalum with MIBK was related to a salting out effect and the species that is 

responsible for extraction might constitute an ion association complex.35, 36 In comparison, for the IL 

based system, different mechanisms may be encountered, such as ion exchange, complexation, 

neutral coextraction or neutral solvation.37-39  

As reported in the literature, the extraction efficiency decreases as the hydrophobicity of the IL's cation 

increases. Accordingly less IL partitions in the aqueous phase, limiting thus the metal ion partitioning.40 

The present results show that the extraction efficiencies are not dependent on the hydrophobicity of 

IL cations since performances are not affected when changing from a butyl to an octyl chain, this 

suggest that the mechanism is not consistent with a cation exchange mechanism.41  

The amount of IL transferred into the aqueous phase when the initial feeding was only water or a 

tantalum acidic solution is very close for the EOPiP-NTf2. This suggests that this value is probably 

correlated to the solubilization of EOPiP-NTf2 in the aqueous phase. For the EBPiP-NTf2, the amount of 

IL transferred into the aqueous phase increase in the presence of Ta acidic solution; this behavior 

supports an intrinsic solubilization and loss due to ion exchange.  

The recycled IL organic phase exhibits extractive behaviors similar to those of a fresh IL solution, with 

high extraction efficiencies. This indicates that if an ion-exchange mechanism is involved, it does not 

have negative effect on the extraction efficiency.  

In regard to the different statements and behaviors observed, it appears that the combination of ion 

pair complex formation and ion-exchange mechanisms could be the driving force of the extraction. No 

concrete evidence allows the discrimination between these two mechanisms. The possibility of a 

mixed partitioning mode has already been described in the literature.40, 42 

Depending on the acidity of the medium, one or the other mechanism can be promoted. Several other 

investigations involving SAXS, EXAFS or computational procedures could help to identify the 
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mechanism occurring. These studies could clarify the role of one or the other of the mechanisms and 

maybe explain the specific selectivity for Ta.43, 44 

 
Implementation of the process. 

 
From the different statement obtained in batch mode, experiments have been conducted using 

centrifuge mixer in a semi-batch mode. One limitation in the use of centrifuge mixer was due to the 

low difference in density between the IL EOPip-NTf2 phase (or EBPip-NTf2) and the 6M H2SO4 aqueous 

feed solution, respectively 1.27 (or 1.37) and 1.36 g/cm3. The study of the density as a function of the 

acidity of the aqueous phase and the concentration of Ta shows that it is strongly related to the 

concentration of H2SO4 and independent of the metal concentration (see Figure S6). 

Feed solution density can be tuned from 1.07 g/cm3 to 1.51 g/cm3 by modifying the H2SO4 

concentration from 1 M to 9 M respectively. 

In order to obtain a suitable density difference between the IL phase and the aqueous phase allowing 

the phase separation in the centrifuge mixer, while keeping a sufficient distribution coefficient (see 

Figure 1), H2SO4 concentration was set to 9 M. 

Experiments where then performed in semi batch mode (see Figure 8) by alternatively injecting the 

heavy phase (9 M H2SO4 with 7 g/L of Ta) and the light phase (IL, EOPip-NTf2 or EBPip-NTf2) 5 times (5 

cycles of Heavy/light phase injection). Analysis of the aqueous phase (heavy phase) after each injection 

allowed determining the efficiency of the centrifuge mixer process in term of IL loss and tantalum 

extraction (see Figure 9 and Figure S7).  

 
 

  
Figure 8. Scheme of the centrifuge mixer reactor at the different stage of the semi batch process:  empty reactor,  
heavy phase injection step, and  light phase injection step and alternative heavy/light injection steps. 

 



 
 

Figure 9. Efficiency of the centrifuge mixing process with EOPip-NTf2 during several alternative heavy (H)/light (L) injection 
cycle (0 to 4): a, extraction percent of Ta (Ta concentration ratio between heavy phase production solution and heavy phase 
feeding solution) and, b, EOPip-NTf2 concentration in the heavy phase production solution. Dot line indicates transition 
between both regimes. 

 
After a transitory regime corresponding to the filling of the reactor, a stationary regime is observed for 

both IL. The saw tooth patterns observed is due to the semi batch mode that induced a variation on 

the volume ratio between each injection step. Ultimately, this semi batch mode allowed recovering 

around 30 % of Tantalum for each IL in only one stage. IL concentrations of 3 mM and 100 mM for 

EOPip-NTf2 and EBPip-NTf2 respectively were measured in the production aqueous phase. This 

demonstrates once again that EOPip-NTf2 is the best candidate for Ta recycling compared to EBPip-

NTf2 and ketone or phosphonate TSIL.26, 27 

All the results can be rationalized through the flowsheet in Figure 10 that illustrates the full process 

involving the two main stages allowing tantalum recovery. Also, another possibility for the recovering 

of tantalum is to consider the IL as electrolyte in order to perform the electrodeposition of the metal. 

Indeed, the EOPip-NTf2 displays interesting electrochemical properties with a wide electrochemical 

window measured at about 5.3 V.45 

 

 
Figure 10 Flowsheet for the extraction and recovery of tantalum from sulfuric acid solution. 
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Conclusion 
The extraction of Ta from a sulfuric acid phase into an IL phase is effective for EBPiP-NTf2 and EOPiP-
NTf2 ILs. Outstanding extraction parameters such as high efficiency, high loading capacity, and low 
partitioning in the aqueous feed solution of the EOPiP-NTf2 were highlighted. 
Ta extraction efficiency for both ILs is higher than 90 %  and is comparable to the one obtained with 

TSILs bearing a ketone or a phosphonate function  when used in the same extraction conditions as 

described above (1 or 7g/L Ta 6 M H2SO4, Vaq/VIL ratio = 1).26, 27 Nevertheless, the loading capacity of 

the current ILs is lower than those obtained with the TSIL which is, for the phosphonate TSIL estimated 

to be higher than 180 g/L27 that is almost twice as high compared to 100 g/L for EOPiP-NTf2.  

An important aspects to consider in the sustainable design of the process is the loss of ionic liquid in 

aqueous phase. Taking into account this parameter as a green chemistry argument it appears that ILs 

systems are more efficient with loss values less than 1 % for the EOPiP-NTf2 compared to 15 % for the 

TSILs.26, 27 Therefore considering the efficiency as well as the sustainability of the process the EOPiP-

NTf2 appear to be greener than the TSILs for similar Ta recovery efficiency.  

The solubility of the ionic liquids used is also lower than conventional organic solvents industrially used 

for Ta extraction such as MIBK. Beyond the lower solubility such system will has a limited impact on 

health and atmospheric environment due to it quasi non flammability and non volatility in comparison 

to MIBK which is a highly flammable liquid. 

Also, the IL is selective to tantalum with respect to all other cations considered in the simulated 
solution of an e-waste leachable slag, with separation factors higher than 250. The two main impurities 
(Si and Sn) are almost not extracted. Beyond the use of this system for the treatment of e-waste, it 
also is efficient for the treatment of ores by acidic leaching liquors for the separation of Ta from Nb.46 
 
As shown with the extraction-stripping cycles, the recycled IL phase exhibits the same extractive 

behaviors as the initial IL phase, allowing to seriously consider the recyclability of the IL phase. The 

recovery of the Ta in its oxide form is easily performed after the stripping using water followed by a 

precipitation step with ammonia and thermal treatment. We showed that the use of EOPiP-NTf2 as 

extraction media allows the setting of an “eco-friendly” process for extraction and recovery of Ta. Even 

if metal mining has significant economical benefits as it has been shown to cause persistent 

environmental devastations. Ta recycling from end-of-life products can reduce the environmental 

footprint by reducing the need for primary raw materials. The implementation of the process at pilot 

scale on a real leachate from a slag from e-waste is under consideration. The feasibility for the 

electrodeposition of Ta using such system is also planned. 

 

Associated content 

Supporting Information: additional data on extraction behavior and physicochemical properties of IL 
based system (Table S1, TableS2 and Figure S1 to Figure S7). 
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Synopsis 
This work investigates the use of ionic liquids for the development of environmentally friendly 
recovery of tantalum. 


